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From the President

TPHS Fall Fling back
on Houston schedule
Vince King

Those “I Like Ike” buttons from the 1950s supporting
Dwight D. Eisenhower for U.S. president would not go
over too well in the Houston area these days. It was Hurricane Ike that a year ago disrupted thousands of lives
including our colleagues who organize the Greater
Houston Stamp Show held annually in Humble. While
we had to go about cancelling hotel rooms and restaurant reservations, the Houstonians dealt with long power
outages, physical discomfort and disarrayed lives.
The Houston show is special to TPHS members because it was at Humble five years ago that we inaugurated our popular “Fling” series of social events. We had
to reschedule our 2008 “Fall Fling” for the Mid-Cities
Stamp Expo in Grapevine during November because of
Ike.
Now we are back on schedule with the 2009 Fall
Fling scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 19 at 6:30 p.m. on
the top floor of the Humble Hampton Inn, our traditional
location. Unfortunately, the room was booked by another organization this year on Friday, Sept. 18, the traditional day for our Flings. We realize this will run
concurrent with the show banquet; however, the Fling
will extend into the late hours so you will be able to attend both. See page 9 for details about the Fall Fling

Texas Postal
History Society
Journal
Texas Postal History Society Website:

http://www.texasphilatelic.org/texpex.html

Founded in 1975, the TPHS is affiliated with the
Texas Philatelic
Association and
the American
Philatelic Society.

along with show and exhibit information.
We will have our regular business meeting at the
Humble Convention and Civic Center at 1 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 19. Think about showing a Texas postal history exhibit at Houston or bring a special cover to the
meeting.
Member John Germann will be making a presentation at our business meeting about a new digitized version of his Texas Post Offices by County work.
* * *
Norma Watz’ story on the Civil War correspondence
of Gustav Friedrich in this issue helps point out the misconception that all German Texans were Unionists since
Germans were generally anti-slavery.
* * *
Many of us are always on the lookout “chicken” covers on behalf of Lyle Boardman. Well, his collection
has grown to the point where Lyle is ready to showcase
this topical cover collection - a “coop de gras.”

The Texas Postal History Society Journal is the official publication of the Texas Postal History Society. It
is published quarterly. The TPHS is not responsible for
the accuracy of any contributed articles. Submitted articles and images are welcome by the editor by regular
mail or electronic mail. The TPHS provides no guarantee that submitted articles will be printed and when
they may be printed. Articles may be reproduced with
prior permission and attribution.
The Journal is available to members of the society.
Dues to the TPHS are $18 per year payable to the Secretary-Treasurer. Single copies are $5 with $1 first
class postage.
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LETTERS FROM A GERMAN REBEL
Friedrich correspondence illustrates life of a CSA soldier in Texas
By Norma Watz
Letters from Civil War soldiers provide a valuable human element, far beyond the scope of statistics and strategy data. After
acquiring four such letters in 2002 from the Gustav Friedrich correspondence, the process of transcribing and translating began.
Written in old German script, the letters were placed in the
capable hands of fellow TPHS member Walter Bauer (born and
educated in Bishchofszell, Switzerland). Following are excerpts
from the four hand-carried letters, along with a few comments
from translator Bauer. In addition, another Friedrich cover was
seen in the Schulyer Rumsey auction of Feb. 3-6, 2009.

Figs. 1 and 2

Civil War letter No. 1 written by Confederate soldier Gustav Friedrich from Camp Magnolia near Houston to his wife
and children in San Felipe, Texas. It is dated Oct. 7, 1863
(Figs. 1, 2).
“Beloved wife and children! You will see from this letter that
my company moved into a camp near Houston. On October 4, I
was on march in Hempstead when suddenly the marching order
arrived which caused a big commotion. August Meyer, who reported himself to be sick most of the time and was lying in bed –
not performing any service – became suddenly well and was
nowhere to be found the next morning. This goes also for Vorsikohl and Rudolf Gobel. Actually, we were supposed to go with-

out delay to Sabine Pass, but received different orders in Houston.
“We have a warehouse Flicks & Son for quarters with 3 other
companies and had to perform watch service at the Courthouse,
to guard our prisoners and Negroes. The latest news is that we are
supposed to have won a big battle over Rosenkranz.
“I am physically well but unfortunately not my spirits. My
thoughts are placed with you and the children. Dr. Nagel was in
camp at Hempstead. I asked him whether or not the cough was
dangerous for the children. He did not think so . . . to keep them
warm is the only medication. Hopefully you are all feeling better
than I do. Lots of thoughts go through my head but I can only
write about a small number of them. Trust in
God and pray to him with the children so that
He will give you the strength to survive this
difficult time. I have submitted myself to fate.
So don’t fret over it, my beloved wife. The
war hopefully will soon end, with God’s help,
we will see better days.”
A note at the left margin of the letter
gives his address: Gustav Fredrich, Comp. D,
R (regiment) 3, Battalion T.S.T, c/o Major
Duerr, Federal prison guards.
Translator’s comments: “This is a warm
letter by Gustav Friedrich to his wife and
children. He apparently was a member of a
militia unit which was responsible for guarding federal prisoners,
including some Negroes. He writes well in German and uses ‘old’
script which is now difficult if not impossible to read by the
younger generation. Union General Rosencrans lost the battle at
Chickamauga, Georgia, against Confederate armies led by generals Bragg and Longstreet on Sept. 19-20, 1863, about 17 days
before this letter was written. The camp at Magnolia was probably located outside Houston’s city limits. There is an old subdivision by that name near the Forest Park Cemetery in the southeast
section part of town.”
Gen. Braxton Bragg was
born in 1817 in North Carolina, graduated from West
Point in 1837 and served in
the Mexican War. Shown in
Fig. 3 is an engraved portrait
of Gen. Bragg printed by
Magnus in 1861 for use on his
“Secession Chain Series” covers. This is one of about 30
Confederate statesmen and
generals so honored.
Fig. 3
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ever, they had to leave the horses that pulled the guncarriages behind in Houston because neither saddles
nor bridles were available. He refers to the Union
forces that they pursued or were pursued as “Northerners,” not foes or Union soldiers.”
Letter No. 3 was written by Friedrich from
Camp near McNeel Sugar Mill, 10 miles from
Brazoria, near San Bernard River, Brazoria
County, on Tuesday, Dec. 8, 1863 (Fig. 6).

Figs. 4 and 5

Letter No. 2 by Friedrich was written from Wharton, Tex.
to his wife at San Felipe, dated Dec. 3, 1863 (Figs. 4 & 5).
“Dearly beloved Justiny! From these few lines, you will
note that we are no longer at Camp Lubvitz(?) near Houston.
We marched away from there at sun-set on Monday, December 1, and arrived in Richmond the following morning, continuing our march to Bernard Station. This morning we
continued to the City of Wharton where we are camping at
this time.
“Tomorrow we will march towards Port Lavaca where
those of the North are supposed to be. Our Captain has command over 12 artillery guns. In the other company are
Harum’s and Wilkey’s battery with us. DeBrays Calvary Regiment is with us. I just heard that we may have to go back in
the direction of Velasco.
“This morning I saw Mr. William Cook, who used to live
in San Felipe. He sends regards. I took Mr. Mill’s letter to the
post office. I also saw Mr. Schroeder, who remembered you
very well.
“I received a green pair of pants, and a matching jacket, as
well as a warm winter coat and new shoes. I tied the shoes and
spurs with a colorful hankerchief, which I took with me by mistake.
“I will give the hankerchief to Mr. Bloom so he can deliver it
to the proper place. We had to leave our cannon-drawing horses
in Houston because we could not obtain bridles nor saddles. Now,
hearty greetings to you, dear Justiny. May God protect us all.
Kisses to you and the children. Your always faithful husband.”
Translator’s comments – “This short note by Gustav
Friedrich contains much interesting information about their
movements. In later wars, such information was not allowed to be
included. Apparently there was no such censorship at the time. It
is also interesting to note that Gustav received new clothes. How-

“Dearly beloved wife and children! This letter is
being written on the birthday of our dear son,
William, born in ’61, 2 years old! At the beginning of the day, the
sun was hidden by dark clouds, but it gradually broke through
them, and the last rays made it possible for me to send you, at the
end of this special day for us, a second letter.
“That I think of you and the children constantly you may rest
assured. That my heart is filled with particularly melancholy feelings of our hearth on December 8, you will believe since it is the
birthday of our dear William. Only those who find themselves in
similar circumstances will understand the heavy feelings of my
heart, being far, far away from my loved ones, and facing an uncertain future. I send fervent prayers for the well-being of my
loved ones to the merciful Creator of the Heavens. Let’s hope that
they will be heard. I hope that these hastily written lines will find

Fig. 6

you in good health, particularly William and the girls. As far as I
am concerned, I am again bothered by rheumatism, which is the
natural consequence of rainy weather. The Doctor of our battery
vaccinated us all, including myself. Do not fail to have the children vaccinated as soon as you have the opportunity to do so.
“On the way to Lavaca, we received counter-order. Now we
moved 25 miles downstream on the other side of the Colorado
River in trot, where we crossed the Colorado twice. That was an
ugly piece of work, since it rained continuously for two days.
This made the pilings very slippery so that four gunners with
picks and spades had to work like slaves. Unfortunately two calvary regiments and several companies of militia were there also.
They had to wait next to the Ferry; many men stood up to half of
their body in the water. Bruan’s regiment – in which Fritz Royke
serves – crossed just before we did; they are now located near the
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mouth of the Bernard River, that is to say the third time at the Elliott Ferry.
“Towards the evening, General Magruder arrived. Because
several guns and powder wagons had yet to cross, his staff officers and himself had to wait. I took advantage of this occasion to
observe the old gentleman rather closely. We worked until late
into the night. Many shoes got stuck in the muck. At dawn, we
were already up again on the march, after we passed the night as
well as possible in the Bottom. We marched all day and part of
the night, fed our horses, and hardly had time to bake bread because we had to continue for another six miles during the night.
“The following day, we arrived at a large sugar plantation
which was thoroughly “worked over” by our “boys.” Men of the
calvary unit started it by breaking into the sugar plant, where they
rolled hard sugar and fell all over it; then they started on the molasses; then the fattened pigs; the chickens etc. The following day
guards were posted. The taking of things was forbidden and punished. That did not leave anything except the sugar cane which we
duly plundered. Then we continued our march, mostly through the
Bottom on bad roads, passing 2 or 3 sugar plantations.
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forces. Also, the plundering of the sugar plantation indicates the
Confederate soldiers were very hungry.”
Letter No. 4 by Friedrich was from Camp on the Caney,
Matagorda County, dated February 4, 1864 (Fig. 7).
“My dearly beloved wife! This morning I had the pleasure to
greet Mr. Copthy in our camp. How great was the joy to learn
that you and our dear children are well and in good spirits. If you
knew the joy letters from you bring to me, you would surely
write more often but this has some difficulties for you.
“I regret that you only received 30 barrels of corn from Mr.
Kar. Do not plant our field if cannot obtain part of the crop as
rental payment. The expenses would be greater than the receipts.
Mr. Copthy inquired about Mary’s going to school. I am concluding you have not received my last letter as yet, in which I wrote,
to be sure to send Mary to school – it is high time to do so if she
is to learn anything at all.
“I am scarcely able to finish this letter because a large portion
of the Company is badly drunk and is making lots of noise in the
Camp. This came about in this manner: Yesterday afternoon, the blockading ships pursued a Mexican Schooner,
but fearful of being taken prisoners by the Northerners,
they put the ship close to the Fort on the sand. At one clock
at night, people were sent with wagons to salvage what
could be salvaged. In doing so, the soldiers had the opportunity to steal some boxes full of wine, as well as brandy
and Whiskey – you can figure out the consequences for
yourself. I saw more than 20 to 25 wagons full of commercial goods pass by, loaded with iron, Porcelain, Calico, potatoes, lots of wine, brandy, cigars, powder, lead, etc. You
can imagine how much I would loved to send home a single
bolt of cloth, if it had been within my power to do so. The
tumult around here is too great which prompts me to close.
Thank you very much for the tobacco and the socks. Now
farewell, with embraces and kisses to you and the children.
Your loving faithful husband, Gustav.”

Fig. 7

“The Headquarters of Texas is in Houston. They know exactly where we are and forward letters to us. The pants which I
received were too big. I intended to have them changed but I
never exchanged them. We do not have any news about the war.
If you should hear that those from the North are winning in
Texas, then do not sell anything. I am fearful that you will not receive anything for the paper money.
“It should be easy to make out of my winter coat and pants a
jacket for the children. Remind the children often of me so they
will not forget me, particularly my dear little boy. If you have
paper money left over, give Gebhardt through Scholl or Mr.
Copthy 50 dollars against our note. So long!”
Translator’s comments – “The December 8 letter contains
lots of interesting information: the movements of the unit with
dangerous crossings of rivers; the indication that the Confederates were in retreat, and that General Magruder made a personal
appearance. That “old gentleman” was 56 years old at the time.
Magruder was the General in charge of the Texas Confederate

Translator’s comments – “You wonder if Gustav
Friedrich survived the war and if he and his family were reunited
afterward. He was an intelligent man with a gift for observing
what was going on. He mentioned his girls several times in his
letters but we know only the name of the oldest one (Mary) who
was of school age. His 2-year
old boy, William, obviously
was his favorite. From the letter, it appears some ships
were blockading the coast
near Matagorda Bay and efforts were made to guard
against being captured by
units of the larger Union
Navy. The Mexican schooner
was a most welcome bounty.”
In letter dated December
8, 1863, Gustav Friedrich
stated he had observed Gen.

Fig. 8
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Magruder near Brazoria. Shown is an 1861 engraved portrait of
Gen. John Bankhead Magruder, printed by Chas. Magnus in the
“Secession Chain Series” (Fig. 8). Magruder, born 1810 in Virginia, graduated West Point in 1830, and served in the Mexican
War. He resigned his U.S. Commission in March, 1861, was appointed colonel in the CSA army, promoted to general, commanded the Department of Texas, and recaptured Galveston in
January 1863. He is credited with preventing a coastal invasion
and permanent Federal occupation of the Texas coast. When the
war ended, Magruder fled to Mexico rather than “living under
foreign rule.” A letter from Callie Wright, dated June 11, 1865,
was printed in the 1957 anniversary edition of the Colorado
County Citizen newspaper and reads as follows:
“The way things have turned out, I think it advisable for
everyone to keep every dime they get, for we have no idea what
we will come to. Everybody down this way is mighty down in the
mouth, the soldiers all say they would rather have been killed
than to have to give up the way they did, but I hope conditions
will be better than we expect, though I have nothing to found my

hopes on, for it is the Yankees who are dealing with us.
“I expect there will be a good deal of emigration to Mexico.
General Magruder and his staff came up yesterday morning. The
hands were repairing the railroad just opposite here. The cars ran
off and Magruder had to take it horseback to Alleyton. He had
four sixshooters and a rifle. They think he is destined for Mexico.
I wish Jeff Davis could have got away.”
Magruder returned to the U.S. settling in Houston where he
died Feb. 18, 1871. He was buried in Galveston.

References:
Columbia University Press, Columbia Encyclopedia, 1963.
The Dallas Morning News, Texas Almanac 2008-2009.
Phillips, David G., American Stampless Cover Catalog, Vol. III (1997).
Schmidt, Walter G., Encyclopedia of Texas Post Offices (1993).
Texas State Historical Association, The Handbook of Texas.
Williams, Annie Lee, The History of Wharton County (1964).
The Colorado County Citizen Newspaper, Souvenir Edition, 1957.
Commissioners Court Minute Books, June 1861, Wharton County.
Personal files and collections.

An update on the fate of CSA soldier Gustav Fredrich
By Tom Koch
In Norma Watz’s preceding story, translator Walter Bauer raises
the question, “You wonder if Gustav Friedrich survived the war and
if he and his family were reunited.” A little electronic research produced the following results.
A recent Gustav Friedrich cover seen on the Schuyler Rumsey
sale and a check with U.S. Federal Census records of 1870 and 1880
answer some of the questions that Bauer raised. Please excuse the
several different spellings of Friedrich, Fredrick, Fredrich, etc. Gustav himself spelled his wife’s name differently and he used different
spellings for Austin/Austyn.
The folded cover from the Rumsey February sale shows a
Lewisville, Ark. Oct. 13, 1864 manuscript postmark and a matching
“Due 10” from “G. Fredrick, Capt. William. G. Mosely’s Horse Artillery, C.S.A” (W.G. Moseley headed the 7th Texas Field Battery,
CSA Trans-Mississippi Dept., First Battalion, that was officially organized Nov. 19 1864 and mustered out on May 26, 1865). The
cover is addressed to Fredrick’s wife in San Felipe, Texas and bears a
Marshall, Tex. transit date stamp along with the soldier’s endorsement at the left. As usual with Fredrick’s correspondence, it is written in German. It realized $260 in the sale.
So, Fredrick did indeed live past the last translated letter by Walter Bauer into the fall of 1864. Did Fredrick survive the war?
Yes. The 1870 census lists Gustav Frederick (census spelling) as
a 41-year-old farmer born in Prussia living in San Felipe, Texas,
Austin County, Precinct 2. The household members are wife Justyny,
46, born in Bohemia, Emma Meyer, 12, born in Texas and William
Frederick, 8, born in Texas. There is no Mary listed in that household. However, the 1870 census also lists Gustavus Boebel, 34,
farmer from Prussia with wife Mary, 18, and son John, 1, in San Felipe, Texas, Austin County, Pct. 2. This is the Mary that Gustav
Friedrich refers to in his Feb. 4, 1864 letter.
We find more information about Mary in the 1880 census. Gustav Frederick is listed as, 52, farmer from Prussia, wife Justine, 56,
housekeeper born in Bohemia, son Willie Frederick, 18 (born 1862).

Schuyler Rumsey sale Feb. 3-6-, 2009, lot 903 – Confederacy, Lewisville,
Ark. Oct. 13, 1864, manuscript postmark and matching “Due 10” on folded
cover from CSA soldier to San Felipe, Texas, “Marshall, Tex.” transit date
stamp and soldier’s endorsement at the left (“Mosely’s Horse Artillery”),
letter is written in German, Very Fine. Est. $150-200. Realized $260.

In addition, the household has Gustav’s step grandson John Boebel,
11, and step granddaughter Kate Boebel, 4.
Mary and Emma were probably either Justiny’s children from a
previous marriage to a fellow named Meyer or adopted. The fact that
William was his biological son explains why Gustav seemed to favor
him over the girls in the Watz letters.
Also, the 1880 census shows Mary Julia Boebel living at a separate address in San Felipe serving as a domestic servant and boarder
in the home of Gabriel Ferotkes(sp). This Mary was listed as “divorced” (probably from Gustavus Boebel) had a one-year-old son
named Frank William Boebel. Her two older children apparently
stayed with her mother Justiny and stepfather Gustav Frederick.

Texas Postal History Society Journal, Vol. 34, No. 3 August 2009
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A Star is Born
The Smithsonian’s
McKinney, Texas
Southern Letter Unpaid
By Vince King
Fig. 1

Being a native of McKinney, Texas, I am always interested in
obtaining special postal history items from that north Texas community. During a February 2009 discussion with TPHS member
and auctioneer Charles Shreve, he alerted me to a McKinney
cover he had seen in a collection that the Smithsonian National
Postal Museum had recently obtained. My interest instantly
peaked when Charles told me it was a Confederate cover that had
been struck with the rare “SOUTHN LETTER UNPAID.” handstamp.
Within a few weeks of contacting Cheryl Ganz, curator for the
museum, I was sent a scan of the cover shown above (Fig. 1).

Provenance of the Cover
In April of 2008, the Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum
received a well-known stamp collection from the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. The Harry L. Jefferys collection, which includes numerous philatelic rarities, was bequeathed to the
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia in 1948 by insurance executive
H.L. Jefferys, where it was stored for
decades. Last year the Franklin Institute determined the collection no
longer supported its mission of science and technology-based education
and reached an agreement to transfer
it to the National Postal Museum.
The Harry L. Jefferys collection
consists of U.S. stamps, proofs and
essays and is particularly strong in the
The CSA Star
1851-1857 issue. The collection inof McKinney
cludes full panes of the 1-cent and 3cent 1851 issue and the 12-cent 1857
issue, as well as scarce positions of the 1-cent 1851 issue, including positions 7R1E and 99R2. The collection includes a 3-cent
1851 issue with double impression and a 4-cent Schermack Type
III coil single. Also included are several printing errors, including
plate position No. 2 of the 1918 inverted Jenny airmail stamp.
However, most important to Texas postal history enthusiasts, the
collection contained a small bundle of covers . . . which included
the McKinney Southern Letter Unpaid example.

The Southern Letter Updaid Marking
On June 1, 1861, the United States Postal Service ceased all
operations in the seceded states and the Confederate Postal Service took over all the existing US post offices within the CSA. Of
course, many letters were already in transit when operations
ceased. These letters were franked with ‘old US stamps’ either in
the form of adhesives or postal stationary entires. In Louisville,
KY, a major PO distribution hub for mail into the North, letters
from the Southern States were held for a period of time.
By a dispatch dated June 24, 1861, J.J. Speed, the postmaster
at Louisville, was advised to treat “letters from the South for the
loyal states [i.e. to the North] as unpaid . . .” He was also directed to remove all old stamps found on the envelopes!!! Of
course the latter was an impractical request considering some
4,000 to 5,000 letters had been held. As a result, Mr. Speed decided to ‘cancel’ the letters rather than remove the stamps and
created a special handstamp for the task which was designed to
notify destination postmasters that postage was to be collected.
A distinctive handstamp reading “SOUTHN LETTER UNPAID.”
(SLUP) in two straight-lines resulted. It was used in conjunction
with a companion “DUE 3” device to accomplish the task at hand
and both were struck in the characteristic greenish-blue ink used
at the Louisville PO.1 The matching Louisville, KY double-circle
datestamp was also usually struck with the SLUP handstamp;
however, Siegel Auction Galleries censuses note there is a pattern
suggesting that the earliest mail processed out of Louisville was
not marked with the datestamp.2

The McKinney, Texas SLUP Cover
The SLUP originated on an 1860 3¢ Red star-die entire addressed to Bryantsville, Garrod Co. [sic], KY and posted at McKinney, TX on May 31, 1861. It was obviously in-transit when
postal operations were severed between North and South and impounded when received at Louisville, KY. Sometime in late June
or early July 1861 it was struck with the SLUP handstamp and released for delivery to Bryantsville due 3 cents.
After arrival at Bryantsville, it appears the recipient was no
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longer at that location and the letter was forwarded to Frankfort, KY. The forwarding
was paid with a 3¢ 1857 issue tied by a
Bryantsville, KY cds dated Jul 25 (1861).
While these stamps had been demonetized,
they were valid for postage in the ‘US’ until
new issues became available in August of
1861.
This cover is not only a rare and desirable example of US and CSA postal history,
but is certainly one of the most striking and
important Texas items extant. It is also one
of only two covers recorded from Texas
which contain the scarce SLUP marking.

Confirming the
McKinney Star Killer
Fig. 2
My interest in the Smithsonian cover
stems from another direction. Several
years ago, I acquired a McKinney, TX 3c
Red star-die entire from Gordon Bleuler’s
CSA collection which had been posted Feb.
20, 1861 after Texas seceded from the
Union. (Fig. 2). It was struck with a single
“star killer” on the indicia of the entire. In
addition, the postmaster had also struck the
reverse 13 times with the same device creating a visibly stunning cover. Gordon had
always “waxed poetically” on how this
cover was perhaps a handstamped Independent State patriotic cover, created by the
postmaster at McKinney. He surmised the
13 stars represented the 13 potential ‘Southern states’ that would soon comprise the
Confederacy (Kentucky and Missouri included).3
However, when I obtained the cover, my
focus was on the star killer. I wanted to make sure that all of the
strikes on the reverse identically matched the strike on the front
and had not been fraudulently added. Digital scans of the cover
and markings convinced me that all 14 strikes were indeed authentic and placed from the same device.
Unfortunately at the time this was the only recorded example
of the device, and I had no way to confirm the existence of the
star killer . . . until this year. With the appearance of the McKinney SLUP cover at the Smithsonian, I can now confirm that this
killer did exist and was used during early 1861. It is amazing that
the only two recorded examples adorn such gems of Texas postal
history.

The Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum
The National Postal Museum is devoted to presenting the colorful and engaging history of the nation’s mail service and showcasing the largest and most comprehensive collection of stamps
and philatelic material in the world. It is located at 2 Massachu-

setts Ave. N.E., across from Union Station. The museum is open
daily from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., except Dec. 25. For more information visit the museum’s web site at
www.postalmuseum.si.edu
I can attest by personal experience that the museum staff is
very ‘collector friendly.’ They have been very cooperative and
prompt answering requests for information. They are tremendous
assets to our hobby. Special thanks to Chief Curator of Philately
Cheryl R. Ganz and Research Chair Thomas Lera for their help in
preparation of this article.

Endnotes
1 The New Dietz Confederate States Catalog and Handbook, 1986; Skinner,
Gunter and Sanders, page 206.
2 Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries Sale 764, Lot 2300, lot description;
http://www.siegelauctions.com, accessed 30 July 2009
3 Texas Postal History Society Journal, Vol. 6, No. 2, June 1981, ‘Texas Gems’
by Gordon Bleuler, pages 7-9.
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TPHS Fall Fling returns to Houston show at
Humble Hampton Inn on Saturday, Sept. 19
The 5th TPHS Fall Fling has been
scheduled for the Humble Hampton Inn
at 6:30 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 19 during
the Greater Houston Stamp Show. The
change from the normal Friday slot was
caused by the unavailability of the
Hampton Inn’s meeting room on the
fourth floor.
The Fling will begin with the traditional fajita spread but all encouraged to
come and go as the festivities and cover
talk extend well into the evening.
The TPHS business meeting will be

held at the Humble Civic Center at 1
p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 19. This is the
location of the stamp show (see story
and display ad on this page).
The Humble Hampton Inn is located
at 20515 Hwy. 59 North, Humble TX
77338, 281-446-4800. The website is
www.hamptoninn.com/hi/humble.
The show rate is $85single or double
plus tax. Please ask for the Houston
Stamp Show rate. DON’T FORGET TO
BRING COVERS TO SHOW FOR DISCUSSION!!
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Greater Houston
Stamp Show Ike’d, but not out
By Ronald Strawser
Because of a not so friendly visit by
Hurricane Ike that caused extensive damage in Houston it was necessary to cancel
the September 2008 Greater Houston
Stamp Show. The damage has been repaired and like the legendary Phoenix, the
Greater Houston Stamp Show 2009 will
rise from the ashes this year. In fact this
year’s show is expected to be one of our
best ever with a wide range of dealers and
exhibits and another auction by Sam
Houston Philatelics. The show also features our famous Beginner’s Booth,
hourly door prizes, possibly the most entertaining awards banquet in the country
and many other activities.
The show will be held Sept. 18-20 at
the Humble Civic Center, 8233 Will
Clayton Parkway in Humble, Texas.
As in the past several years the show
will feature a special color themed single
frame exhibit competition. The theme
color this year is WHITE; a repeat of the
color from last year’s cancelled show.
The single frame white competition follows successful green, black, yellow and
blue color competitions. Any exhibit that
a potential exhibitor believes ties to the
theme color white will be accepted for the
“white” competition. Examples of this
would be an exhibit of albino postal stationery envelopes or a thematic exhibit
about snow. In addition to the “white”
competition there will be regular single
and multiple frame exhibits competing
for medals and special prizes.
Collectors interested in exhibiting at
the Greater Houston Stamp Show 2009,
whether in the “white “competition or in
the normal exhibiting classes, can obtain
a prospectus by writing to Ronald
Strawser, P.O. Box 840755, Houston, TX
77284-0755 or by sending an e-mail to
ghss2009exhibits@earthlink.net. Additional information on this year’s show can
be found at the Houston Philatelic Society website:
www.houstonstampclub.org.
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CHICK PHILATELY
By Lyle Boardman
Several years ago, when two of my daughters were raising
chickens in their backyards, I sensed an opportunity to find a way
of introducing stamp collecting to them. I started accumulating
stamps from around the world featuring chickens, mounting them
and giving them to the kids for presents. They still have the collections, still have chickens, and are still not stamp collectors, but
the seed is planted.
The most famous “Chicken” stamp in the United States is the
one issued for the Centennial of the American Poultry Industry
(Scott #968), part of the great excess of 1948. I wondered how
the Post Office knew that the Poultry Industry was 100 years old,
and started in 1848. It seemed to me that chickens had been
around for more than 100 years, and certainly someone had been
raising them and selling them for much longer.

Fig. 1

As it turns out, the centennial is based on the 100th anniversary of the Boston Poultry Show (according to an article by Kathleen Wunderly in the May 2004 issue of Scott Stamp Monthly and
stated on the first day cover in Fig. 1). This particular stamp has
been the brunt of philatelic jokes for many years and deservedly
so. It was one of the first United States stamps to feature something other than a hero or historical event. There have been animals on stamps as far back as the Trans-Mississippi Exposition
Issue which included Bison, Horses, Oxen, Mules and the famous
Western Cattle in a Storm. The Chicken stamp of 1948 was the
first to include an animal as its raison d’être. We have come a
long way since 1948 as US stamps now regularly feature cartoon
animals.
Interestingly, rather than being released at the Boston Poultry
show, the stamp was issued in New Haven, Connecticut, most
likely because legislation to issue the stamp was introduced by
Connecticut Congressman Antoni N. Sadlak, recognizing the significance of chicken farming in his state.
But, I digress. If the Chicken stamp celebrated the 100th anniversary of the Boston Poultry Show, certainly there is correspondence out there that would document the first Boston Poultry
Show and form the basis of a collection (and an exhibit!). I have

Covers about the
Chicken Industry
in Texas

so far found nothing that refers to poultry shows of that vintage.
Along the way, I have come across several Texas covers that
relate to the Chicken industry and so have prepared this article as
a status of an ongoing search. Most of the covers merely reflect
the current postage rates in effect at the time they were mailed,
and use stamps available to the public, so this is more of a survey
of what the mails were used for as opposed to a rate or usage
study.
The Industry
Chickens are part of a larger class called “poultry,” and the
businesses that deal with them and with poultry as a whole are
varied. The businesses that the 1948 stamp seems to commemorate are the raising of chickens to eat and chickens to look at.
Over the 4,000 or so years that chickens have been domesticated,
many separate breeds have been developed; some for their
beauty, some for their ability to lay eggs, and some for their large,
tasty breasts.
In Texas, the Chicken Industry followed the pattern of the rest
of the country and included at least one interesting twist. Many
of the covers from the early 1900s are from Texas breeders and
are addressed to A. C. Hawkins in Lancaster, Mass. Hawkins
was one of the largest and best known breeders in the U.S. and
supplied breeding stock. Letters addressed to Hawkins usually
are asking for price and delivery, or are orders for chicks or eggs.
In the process of accumulating covers, a logical breakdown of
categories in the Chicken Industry occurs , including:
Breeders – those who raise chickens for supply to other local
breeders or who raise chickens for market
Commission Merchants – the middle man who buys from
breeders and sells to dealers
Dealers – another middle man, more like a wholesaler
Feed and Medications – provide food and medicine to
breeders
Machinery manufacturers – make and sell brooding equipment, food preparation equipment, etc.
Associations – groups of growers or fanciers sharing information
Publications – journals with lots of advertising and articles
for various aspects of the industry
Schools – private and government schools with agrarian
courses, some specifically poultry-related
Government – data gathering and regulation enforcing
Eggs – the product of laying poultry
Breeders – and A.C. Hawkins
Not all of the categories are represented in the Texas covers
accumulated to date. Most are from breeders, and most of them
are addressed to A. C. Hawkins. Figures 3 through 16 are to
Hawkins and are in chronological order.
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Fig. 2 is a postal card (Scott UX9) from Floresville posted in

Fig. 5
Fig. 2

1889 requesting a poultry list. The cover in Fig. 3 was posted in
Eden, Texas in 1890. The note inside asks for a list of poultry
and eggs, and also asks “…where I can get the Golden Spangled
crested Polish” (a chicken with long feathers on its head).

Fig. 6

Fig. 3

Fig. 4 was posted in April of 1896 by a breeder in Houston.

Fig. 7

Fig. 4

Fig. 5 is from Clareville, and asks for the Hawkins Catalog
and “…Express charges on Eggs to Beeville Texas – Wells Fargo
Express Co is the only Ex. Co to Beeville.” Fig. 6 is from the
aptly named town of Henrietta, Texas posted with Scott 302.
By the early 1900’s, the envelopes began to be more attractive. Fig. 7 posted in Blum, Texas in 1904 is in two colors on
blue paper, and the chicken picture in Fig. 8 posted in Brownwood in 1906 is a photograph instead of a line drawing.
Fig. 8
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New
Book!
by Rex H.
Stever

Fig. 9

Fig. 9 from Mesquite in 1909 includes a note saying:
“Regarding your 3 sitting Plymouth Egg offer
for Ten dollars. Do you make any guarantee regarding safe delivery or hatching. I am desirous of
possessing your stock but you know Texas is a long
way from Mass. I would like to hear from you.”

The story of
how the Texas
Republic
handled mail

Texas residents - $37.50 + $5 shipping
Out of state orders $35 + $5 shipping
Place orders through:
Rex H. “Jim” Stever
44 Camden Place
Corpus Christi TX 78412-2613
Fax: 361-991-4688
Email:rhstever@hotmail.com

Fig. 10

The envelope in Fig. 10 from Taylor in 1911 is not too fancy,
but includes a rather elaborate letterhead (see Fig. 11). The box
in the upper right corner says that A. V. Jakubik breeds Buff Orpingtons because:

Fig. 11
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“They are very tame
They make good mothers
They are heavy winter layers
The will not fly a 4-foot fence
They will scratch for all the food they get
They are the heaviest of clean legged fowls
They are the best table fowl on the market
They lay at 5 months of age with proper handling”
The last cover to A.C. Hawkins was posted in 1926 from New
Boston, Texas and has only a return address with no picture. The
covers to Hawkins range from 1889 to 1926 – a lot of years and a
lot of chickens!
Other Breeder Covers
The covers in Figs. 12 through 15 are from or to Texas breeders, but not addressed to A. C. Hawkins.

Fig. 12

Fig. 12 pictures what may be Wayandottes and was cancelled
in 1928 in Sidney, Texas. The cover in Fig. 13 was posted in
Cuero, Texas and features what are probably White Wyandottes
but also lists hares and ducks.

Fig. 14

Buda, Texas (the town where one of my chicken-raising daughters lives) and includes an order blank and price list. In 1936, 25
day-old chicks sold for $2.00, and 100 (assorted breeds) for
$6.25. It cost 3 cents to send a letter.

Fig. 15

Other Industry Categories
The next several covers are from other categories of the
Chicken Industry than breeders, including dealers, feed and supply stores, machinery, publications and clubs.
The company represented by the cover in Fig. 16 was a
wholesale and retail food dealer in El Paso and featured chickens
on their envelopes.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14 is most likely a return envelope since the addressee
and sender have the same address. It has a nice cancellation from
Friday, Texas posted in November, 1931. The 1936 cover in Fig.
15 from Von Minden’s Hatchery in Fayetteville is addressed to

Fig. 16
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Antique & Collectors Show held each year. The one in September, 2008 was the 26th. The name “Old Trusty” came from M.M.
Johnson’s St. Bernard dog named Trusty. Johnson, having sold
his business making “SureHatch Incubators” needed a new
catchy name, and his dog provided it.

Fig. 17

The card in Fig.17 is an advertisement for chicken fence (notice that the mesh is finer near the bottom). The company selling
the fence is in Dallas, Texas, but the cancellation is from somewhere else and the town name is not legible although the date of
Nov. 9, 1907 is.

Fig. 20

Another cover with a non-Texas connection, Fig. 20, advertises the Poultry Tribune out of Illinois, but the cover is addressed
to Pipe Creek, Texas (and actually has a Pipe Creek cancellation
on the reverse). It was posted in San Antonio, Texas and has the
famous Chicken stamp on it.

Fig. 18

Fig. 18 was mailed from a feed company in Houston. The
name of the feed is “Egaday” implying that this feed will make
chickens lay an egg every day. The post office apparently felt
like the CDS cancel didn’t protect revenue, so applied a roller
cancel as well which hit both the embossed stamp and the adhesive stamp.

Fig. 21

Chicken breeders and raisers, not unlike many stamp collectors, like to belong to clubs (Fig. 21). The Berry Brothers of Cleburne, Texas were no exception. The Club they belonged to (The
Silver Wyandottes Club of America) is still in existence, listed on
the internet as one of the Wyandotte Fancier’s Clubs.

Fig. 19

The advertising cover in Figure 19 was not mailed in Texas
but was addressed to Sherman, which is in Texas and is for an incubator named “Old Trusty”. The “Old Trusty” is so famous in
Clay Center, Nebraska that there is now an Annual Old Trusty

Fig. 22
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Game Cocks
The one element I had not expected to find is Game Cocks.
The cover in Fig. 22 shows a big, sturdy cock named “Agressor.”
I’m not sure how many fights he won, but he took second prize at
Madison Square Garden in 1909 and fourth prize in Buffalo, NY.
He may have won for his aggressive stance. He is probably
where the term “Cocky” came from.
The two postcards from H. Henzel (printed on the back of
Scott Number UX22, issued in 1910) are advertisements for
Fighting Game Cocks, and picture “Black Satin” who looks to be
nearly as tough as Agressor. The message on the cards is different, not only in language, but in what they say. The card in Fig
23, in English, is advertising to buy game cocks while the other is
advertising to sell game cocks. “Gallos Finos de Pelea” on the

Fig. 23
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other card (Fig. 24), translates to “Fine Fighting Roosters” and
lists game cocks originating in Georgia, Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, N. & S. Carolinas and other states for sale in Mexico.
Neither card is used, so the intent is mere speculation.
Conclusion
In the process of looking for stamps that might entice my
children to become stamp collectors, I came across a very interesting aspect of collecting; chicken advertising covers. While I
have not fully explored all the history of the breeding and raising
of chickens in Texas, I have seen a cross-section of the business
and quite a few of its ramifications, including some I hadn’t expected to see advertised.

Fig. 24
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Seen at Auction

Mid-summer produced only
a few offerings from auctions
Vince King
The weather in Texas has been exceedingly hot this summer
but the aucrtion scene has been as cold as the wintertime in the
panhandle. There have been precious few major postal history
auctions during the past three months and the eBay plate has been
sparse as well.
One of the more exiting items to sell was a faked circa 1855
cover with a Goshen, Texas straightline. This cover was discussed on Richard Frajola’s message board prior to its closing.
All in the discussion agreed that the handstamp marking was
probably fake - also my opinion. We have illustrated the cover at
right for your interest. It should also be stated that the seller refunded the purchase price to the winning bidder.
Ebay 370226494890

US C11 on 1929 airmail cover to coin shop in Texas, Item
200361743703, Jul-17-09. US Scott number C11, Plane and
pylon Airmail stamp on cover, Atlanta to a coin company in Fort
Worth, Texas, arriving there Oct 26, 1929. Cover fairly fragile,
has horizontal tear under the stamp. 8 bids. Realized $9.50.

Harmer 629

ASDA Santa Clara Auction, June 26-28, 2009, Harmer Schau
Auction Galleries, Inc.
Lot 629 - U.S.; Civil War Covers, Federal Occupation: 1864 Soldier’s
Letter. Endorsement at top right on yellow cover from soldier in Aransas
Pass, Tex. to Fulton N.Y., “New Orleans La. May 13 ‘64” double-circle
datestamp where it entered the U.S. regular mails, vertical fold and light
creasing at left, generally Fine. Est. $150-200. Realized $230.

Ebay Realizations
c1855 Goshen Texas straight line cancel Scott 11, Item
370226494890, Jul-12-09. Envelope used from Goshen Texas
c1855 with 3 cent Scott 11 postage stamp. Minor wear along
upper edge and some partial separation of top flap. 2 bids, Realized $53.86. (Note: this cover is considered to be a fake and the
money refunded to the winning bidder).

Ebay 360167511074

1929 first flight cover Texas to Mexico Nice Stamps Item:
360167511074. Jul-12-09. 1929 first flight cover from
Brownsville Texas to Mexico City This lot has a 1929 first flight
cover from 1929 first flight cover from Brownsville Texas to
Mexico City. The cover has some nice stamps on it including an
imperforate of the 1 1/2 cent stamp. The cover does have a backstamp from Mexico City. The cover is in good condition. 2 bids,
Realized $4.25.
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2ct Columbian to All Over Illustration in Green for Piano &
Music House, VF Cover. 3 bids. Realized $37.09.

Ebay 360167511074

1918 WWI Aero Squadron San Antonio, Texas, Great Letter
Item: 310153232102, Jul-11-09. U.S. postal history. Jan. 7, 1918.
Wonderful WWI cover and letter. "With The Colors" YMCA stationery, postmarked at South San Antonio Military Branch, Kelley Field, San Antonio, Texas. Addressed to Miss Hilda Hanson,
Fresno, Calif. 3 bids, Realized $8.05.

Ebay 400059476765

Ebay 350221376957

1932 USS Constitution Texas Airmail, Item 350221376957,
Jul-10-09. 1 bid, Realized $10.99.
Advertising 2 items. Sunday School Texas 1880s, Item
400059476765, Jul-09-09. Mission Salado Texas, 1880s. Money
barrel. Condition: Good to fine, no back flap on money barrel. 1
bid, Realized $7.
Mr Fancy Cancel 223 Cover Shiner Texas to Germany Fancy,
Item 110407271301, Jul-05-09. Very fine 223 cover to Germany.
Shiner, TX Nov/31/90 Fancy Octagonal postmark w/ Star in Circle fancy cancel ties #223 to envelope. Addressed to Oldenburg
Germany. 8 bids, Realized $29.66.

Ebay 110407271301

1887 Uprate Cover Kyle Texas Letter "Corn Fed Girls," Item
220438995797, Jun-27-09. U.S. postal history, 1887. Up rate
cover / letter headed Kyle, Texas. Interesting letter enclosed from
sister Mollie Reagan. Mentions neighbors, sociable, train station
in Kyle, corn fed girls, much more. Addressed to Mr. John D.
McIntyre, Rancho, Texas. 4 bids, Realized $24.49.
1895 Galveston Texas 2ct Columbian Piano Music House Ad,
Item 27042360628. Jul-16-09. 1895 Galveston Texas Cancel ties
Ebay 270423606289
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Philatelists in Texas bid farewell
to one of their most devoted members

Nonie Green
TPHS President, 1984-87
At TEXANEX 1981 (left to right) Dr. Cal Nelson, chairman, joins TPA President Nonie
Green; Rose Lynn Saenger, President of the San Antonio Philatelic Association; and Lee
Wade, President of the Society of Indochina Philatelists, in cutting the ceremonial strip of
stamps to open the show. - Photo by Les Lande

By Charles Deaton
Nonie Green, whose smiling face was a fixture at stamp
shows in Texas and around the country, died May 4, 2009, at San
Angelo at the age of 90. Nonie served as President of the Texas
Postal History Society from 1984-87, and as President of the
Texas Philatelic Association from 1978-82. She was a Life Member of the APS, the TPA, and a member of numerous philatelic
organizations. In 1983, she was awarded the Distinguished Philatelic Texan award by the TPA, and was the first woman to receive
this most prestigious award of Texas philately.
Nonie was a regular at shows from the time I started going as
a cover dealer in the 1970s until her declining health made it impossible for her to attend the last couple of years. She was an accomplished exhibitor, and an accredited APS judge, and loved
doing both.
Her daughter, Septima Green, of Fort Worth, told me recently
that Nonie had just bought a new computer, and was planning to
learn PowerPoint this summer so she could revise her exhibits in

TPHS CD
Still Available
Detailed Index
List of Authors
Separate File for Each issue
Additional Features (maps)

Photos from the TPA Archives, Wineburgh Philatelic
Research Library, McDermott Library,
The University of Texas at Dallas

hopes of raising her award level. She continued to exhibit at
TEXPEX, sending her material with Septima for mounting.
Nonie’s collecting interests were broad. She was always interested in Texas covers from her home area, as well as Johnson
County and Texas forts, She developed an award-winning collection of Registered Mail a number of years ago, that got her interested in the Texas Registry labels that have recently become so
popular. She also specialized in the 1919 Victory stamp, Savannah, Georgia postal history, Modern Registered covers, WWI and
WWII Texas military mail, Thailand, Egypt Postal Stationery and
Airmails, “Pointing Hand” auxiliary markings, and many other
areas.
Nonie was also a longtime member of St. Marks Presbyterian
Church in San Angelo, where she served as a ruling elder and on
the Board of Deacons. She was a member of the Daughters of the
American Revolution and the Texas State Historical Society.
Nonie wrote countless articles for numerous philatelic journals,
and also for the new edition of the Handbook of Texas.
Our condolences go out to her daughter and her many friends.

$25 for TPHS members
$43 for non members
(includes one year dues)
Prices are postpaid - all proceeds to
TPHS
Send your check to:
Lyle Boardman, 3916 Wyldwood Rd,
Austin, TX 78739-3006
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Back to School (Texas) - from 1888 to 1906
By Tom Koch
With hundreds of Texas elementary and secondary
schools and universities at the fringe of another
school year, we take you back to School, Texas, a
Discontinued Post Office in Guadalupe County.
The cover shows a June 12, 1894 town cancel on a
2-cent green entire addressed to W. Loof (William E.
Loof), the postmaster at nearby Marion, Texas. The
post office operated under the name of “School” from
June 16, 1988 to Oct. 19, 1906. Clemens School was
established in the area about 1883, hence the name.
The postmasters were Guido Franz, Paul G. Ranft,
Albert Harthhausen, William Buekner, Willie H.
Zuehl, Armand S. Wertheim, and Carl Wooge.
School, Texas – Guadalupe County – sent to nearby Marion, Texas that
In 1906 the post office became known as Zuehl,
was located along the Galveston, Harrisburg and San Antonio Railway.
Texas after settler Ferdinand Zuehl. The first postmasthe 1990s. Although only 49 residents were counted in 1990,
ter of Zuehl was Willie H. Zuehl who was serving a second
the community featured a private airfield.
term as School’s postmaster when the name was changed.
Willie served as postmaster until that office discontinued in
Sources
1910 with mail being handled by the Marion, Texas post ofHandbook
of
Texas
Online
(2009)
fice.
Jim
Wheat’s
Postmasters
and
Post Offices of Texas, 1836-1930
Zuehl continued as an unincorporated community through
(online).
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Park Cities Stamps
Byron Sandfield
6440 North Central Expressway #316
Dallas, Texas 75206
e-mail: byron@mailtlc.com
For Appointment: 214-361-4322

QUALITY POSTAL HISTORY

Also, well-stocked in U.S., Classics, Revenues and Locals

TEXAS POSTAL HISTORY
l
l
l
l
l
l

STAMPLESS
CONFEDERATE
D.P.O.
ADVERTISING
1936 CENTENNIAL AND RELATED
ETC.

I BUY AND SELL A FULL LINE OF TEXAS, U.S. AND
WORLD POSTAL HISTORY. COPIES OF MATERIAL FROM
YOUR COLLECTING INTEREST SENT UPON REQUEST.

THE RIGHT STAMP COMPANY
VANCE RIGHTMIRE
P.O. BOX 302918
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78703-0049
EMAIL: RIGHTSTAMPS@AOL.COM PHONE: 512-657-6183

